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9 KILLER JOB INTERVIEW STRATEGIES 

FOR STUTTERERS 
(PART-1)

I recently received an email from a member of Stuttering Dissolution Online Academy and I thought most of you can benefit from this topic.He was mainly talking about how hard it is to FIND A JOB as a stutterer… and how emotionally PAINFUL it is to see your parents trying to support you financially since you COULD NOT find a job!  I personally can relate very well and know what that situation is like and how it makes a stutterer FEEL. I still remember to this day how PAINFUL and FRUSTRATING the process was.  I graduated from university and it was TIME to FIND A JOB. © Stuttering Dissolution Online Academy, All Rights Reserved           www.StutteringDissolution.com
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 My belief was:
“I have a TERRIBLE speech so there is NO WAY for me to be chosen and offered the job. I want  
my family to be proud of me but look at me, I can’t even get a job and they still have to  
support me financially at this age. I CAN NOT ACHIEVE anything in life and the only reason is  
my STUTTERING.”  It was very painful and galling.Are you familiar with the below self-talk?
“How could I possibly get a job if I am NOT able to COMMUNICATE my thoughts and EXPRESS  
MYSELF?!”I know, very frustrating!Anyways, let’s get to the point.  Here are some strategies for you which most candidates (even non-stutterers) will never know. These strategies will turn your stuttering into an ADVANTAGE and may even end up being the major reason you will get the offer…
 
1- Face Them! There Is Nothing To LoseBefore getting into other stuff, there is something you should understand and act accordingly. Taking action is critical in becoming successful and reaching your desired outcome. Do NOT AVOID job interviews. If nothing else, treat them as learning experiences. If you don’t go through the job interview, you will not get the job anyways.  There is NOTHING to lose. Do not avoid, and attend as MANY JOB INTERVIEWS as you can. In fact, apply and go through the job interviews which you are not even interested in. 
 It’s all about the EXPERIENCE, the more you do it the easier and less stressful it becomes. The more you do it the closer you get to your desired outcome. It is simple math. In order to get a job, you need to go through job interviews and the more you experience it the easier it will get.
 

2- The First Impression. Smile-Eye Contact-Handshake-Voice ToneWhen you first walk in to meet the person in charge of the hiring process, make sure you follow these easy tips to make a CONCRETE FIRST IMPRESSION. They are very easy to apply, but makes a huge difference. 
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Smile, look them in the eye, shake his/her hand tightly and speak with a powerful voice tone.  This takes 30 seconds at most but it will tell A LOT about who YOU are to the person who will interview you. 
 
 

3- Address Your Stuttering IndirectlyThe sooner you do this the better it is, because it will take the burden on your shoulders. When you start to talk about yourself, indirectly mention your stuttering and briefly talk about it if needed.  However, doing this in a positive and confident manner is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. Don’t say “pity me because I am a stutterer”. I usually use humor with a short story to make my point.  They do NOT care about your stuttering as much as you think so don’t focus on the fact that you are a stutterer and how bad it feels. Instead, focus on what you have been doing to achieve your speaking goals. People would RESPECT you a lot more if you ACCEPT who you are and WORK ON to become who you want to become. A huge plus on your evaluation paper!
 
4- Use Humor And Have A Good Time (preferably about your 
speech)Laugh and positive energy can turn even the coldest conversationinto a HOT COMMUNICATION SESSION. Don’t hesitate to use humorabout your speech either. It tells a lot about you. It’s a way of showing them that you are COMFORTABLE in your own skin and you are much more than your speech fluency.  However, do NOT put yourself LOWER THAN OTHERS while using this strategy. Your humor should sub-communicate positive messages about you. Remember that your goal to be there is to be chosen… and they need to think HIGHLY about you to make you an offer.  Any humor and positive body language you use will subconsciously communicate a lot of positives about you. You can use humor, address your stuttering and sub-communicate all the right things about you in a very short period of time. 
 
 

5- Do Not Sell Yourself Short... And Qualify Them!
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Remember that even if in most cases you need that job more than they need you, job interviews is NOT a one way process. You are QUALIFYING the company as well. Does the company worth being a part of? Take the AUTHORITY SEAT for a moment and challenge them with your questions. That will communicate that you are a VALUABLE candidate who HAS OPTIONS and they are being EVALUATED by you as well.  This is somewhat a sneaky rule of effective communication. Tell somebody he/she can't have something and watch what happens. They’ll beg you to have it.CHALLENGE and QUALIFY them with questions such as “Considering my speech, what would your employees approach and reaction be like in the work environment?” OK, I think this has already been a lot of knowledge. Read these again and try to absorb the strategies and tips we just talked about.  I’ll be sharing the rest of the strategies with you in Part-2 of this special report.  Till then, take care yourself and SMASH THOSE INTERVIEWS!  I meant smash with your strategic communication… I don’t recommend using physical strength for your interview smashing sessions   ...even though that would surely guarantee you a job...in jailTalk soon, Chazzler

9 KILLER JOB INTERVIEW STRATEGIES 

FOR STUTTERERS 
(PART-2)

Hi again,
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A few days ago, we discussed effective job interview strategies for stutterers. First of all, before we continue with the second part of those strategies, I’d like to THANK YOU for all the positive emails you have sent. I am glad it made such a great effect on you!So, I guess we are ready to move on to the second part.Are you?Let’s roll…
 

6- Story Time!If you ask me what would the first skill you need to acquire for effective communication be, I’d say “Storytelling” with no hesitation. Storytelling is such a POWERFUL tool.  You know why? Because it enables you to COMMUNICATE anything you would like to communicate in an INDIRECT WAY.  Let’s say the job you applied for requires leadership skill and you are a recent graduate with minor work experience to reflect it on your resume. Do you think it will make an impact on the interviewer if you say “I am a leader and my leadership skills rock!”?  I doubt it! In fact, they may find you insecure if you make such a comment with a wrong voice tone. That approach is NOT the best way to COMMUNICATE YOUR MESSAGE.But how about if you tell a regular short story which SUBCOMMUNICATES you have the necessary leadership skills?  You don’t tell them your message directly, they COME TO THAT CONCLUSION as a result of your story. What they don’t know and realize is, you are sub-communicating your message, what you want to communicate… WITHOUT coming across as “trying too hard to sell himself/herself” kind of a person.  You can also address and answer their possible DOUBTS and OBJECTIONS in mind about your speech BEFORE they bring up the subject. For example, if the position requires extensive use of phone and you want to clear this question mark from their head before they ask you a related question; you can tell the© Stuttering Dissolution Online Academy, All Rights Reserved           www.StutteringDissolution.com
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interviewer how your phone bill is tripled after you started working on your speech and how you answer all the phone calls coming to your parents’ land line... and how your friends complain that you go from a silent person to a person who does not shut up(of course in a jokingly manner). If the position requires presentations, tell them a short story about your Toastmasters group... Now, let me make something clear here. Your stories should be TRUE stories, NEVER ever act like somebody else at any point in your life. Everything starts with self-respect!  
 

7- Use Your Speaking Tools And Techniques OpenlyHopefully this will be an easy step for you since you already mentioned your stuttering in the beginning of the interview. Talking too much or too fast is NOT a skill. Get your thoughts together and speak WITH THE SPEAKING TECHNIQUE you choose to use. Your goal is NOT modeling somebody who you actually are not, your goal is to show them you are WHO YOU ARE and you WORTH the offer!Speaking by using your selected techniques will take away the SELF ACCEPTANCE burden on your shoulders and will lead you to FOCUS ON what you want to COMMUNICATE without worrying about BEING SEEN as a NON-FLUENT speaker. 
 
8- Use Your Stuttering To Your AdvantageYour speech and the FACT that you have WORKED/are WORKING on it is a huge plus which will immediately DIFFER you from all other candidates. Communicate as having this challenge is a huge PLUS for you. Continuous improvement, setting and achieving goals, self development, becoming a better person and having a vision in life are great ASSETS for any candidate… and companies would love to work with such people. Do NOT TRY to HIDE your stuttering thinking you’d make a better impression. By pretending you are a non-stutterer, you are shooting yourself on the foot.  
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The fact is you are a person who stutters and working on to overcome it… and the question is how are you going to use that fact at this stage? To your advantage or to your disadvantage? 
 

9- Communicate Deeply With Your Closest Friend; The InterviewerAny successful person had once gone through TOUGH TIMES in their life. There is not even a single person who has had a perfect life with no downs at some point in his/her life.  If possible, learn about the person who is going to interview you. Research them in detail. That is the way to touch their personal side and communicate DEEPLY. Imagine you say to an interviewer:”I came across your life story on the internet and amazed by your journey. Even though it may not sound in the same context, my speech and my goals are on the same line. I hope I’ll be sitting in your seat one day and a new member of the success club will be sitting where I’m sitting right now. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t intend to steal your position in the company”... and have a laugh TOGETHER. That is DEEP COMMUNICATION and that will enable you to meet the person on a DEEPER LEVEL. Remember that if they don't LIKE you as a person, no matter what your skills are, chances are very slim that you will be offered the job. With above statement, you also sub-communicate that you consider the interviewer as a ROLE MODEL which will make ANY person experience positive EMOTIONS. Those people speak with tenths or may be even hundreds of people for the position you are interested in.  You need to DIFFERENTIATE YOURSELF so a positive image of you get stuck in their mind....and your speech and stuttering is a great ASSET of you which if used correctly can easily enable you to CONNECT with the person on a DEEPER LEVEL. And this concludes our report on the topic... 
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I hope you READ, UNDERSTAND and APPLY these strategies to get what you want out of any interview related situation.Remember that...You are NOT LESS THAN any other candidate even if they are "fluent speakers". If you think so, FORGET IT, it is a LIMITING BELIEF… and I know that you will not believe me until YOU EXPERIENCE it yourself. So just go out and FACE IT, experience it and make YOUR OWN decision. When it comes to job interviews, you are not less than any other candidate JUST because of your speech. In fact, by understanding, learning and applying the interview strategies we have gone over in this 2-part series, you are one step AHEAD of others and CLOSER to the desired outcome.Let me know your success stories. ... so I can demand half of your first paycheck And I would definitely exchange that back with the FEELING of SEEING YOU SUCCEED!To your success,Chazzler DiCyprianFounder of Stuttering Dissolution Online Academy
BONUS GIFTS and RESOURCES:
1- Get your FREE 5-part Video eCourse: How To Overcome Stuttering The Right Way and Speak 
The Way You Want To Speak In Every Situation.

2- Visit Stuttering Dissolution Blog for a lot of FREE articles, audios, videos, tips, tools, 
techniques, strategies and a lot more on how to remove the obstacle of stuttering out of your 
way so you can enjoy living a confident, successful and fulfilled life.

3- Watch some of my videos on my youtube channel. Please subscribe, comment and rate so 
other stutterers can benefit from those as well. Feel free to embed those videos anywhere on 
the web.

4- Add me on facebook and keep being updated for any new material I’ll be creating for you.

 

5- If all those above resources and FREE material made sense to you and you are ready to go 
ADVANCED to take your speech and your life to the next level, feel free to watch this video © Stuttering Dissolution Online Academy, All Rights Reserved           www.StutteringDissolution.com
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which I created for people who are serious about doing something for their speech starting 
from today! 

 

P.S: Please share this FREE report with people(on forums/groups/etc) who you think can benefit  
from it. Thanks!
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